
TELESIN 2nd gen remote selfie stick w. tripod (130cm) TE-RCS Ref: 6974944460463
TELESIN 2nd gen remote selfie stick w. tripod (130cm) TE-RCSS-003
Selfie-stick with tripod 1.3m remote control Telesin TE-RCSS-003.
Make  it  easy  to  create  original  shots.  The  Telesin  TE-RCSS-003  is  a  practical  selfie  stick  that  can  also  act  as  a  tripod.  It  unfolds  to  a
maximum length of 1.3m and is distinguished by its wide compatibility. High-quality materials were used to make the accessory, making
it very stable and durable. You will also find a small remote control included, which allows you to remotely control your phone's camera
or camcorder.
 
 
The selfie stick you need
Do you want to take the perfect selfie against a mountainous landscape? Or maybe you care about fitting a whole group of your friends
in the frame? Selfie stick Telesin will let you do it! You can adjust its length in the range of 24.5-130cm, making it perfect for different
situations. What's more, when folded, the accessory becomes so compact that you can easily fit it in your backpack and take it anywhere
you want!
 
 
Stable tripod
The accessory will also come in handy when recording vlogs, tutorials and more. You can unfold its legs at any time, thus turning it into a
practical tripod. Thanks to the improved design and the use of high-quality materials, the product is extremely stable and durable. It will
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work great on various surfaces - both on a level floor and on grass.
 
 
Remote control included
The  included  remote  control  will  allow  you  to  remotely  control  the  tripod-mounted  device.  It  will  work  perfectly  in  conjunction  with  a
smartphone or selected models of sports cameras. With its help you can easily take a photo or record a video, and in the case of GoPro
Hero you can select the mode of operation, for example, timelapse. The remote control connects via Bluetooth and has a range of up to
40m.
 
 
Multiple uses
Create an interesting travel report, prepare a makeup tutorial or record a sports training proposal - the selfie stick with tripod will come
in handy in any of these situations and more! The accessory allows you to adjust the position of the smartphone placed on it - you can
easily position it vertically or horizontally. This means that with its help you can easily make both a YouTube video and a short material
for social media.
 
 
Universal compatibility
The  selfie  stick  is  compatible  with  most  models  of  smartphones  and  cameras  from well-known  brands.  It  is  equipped  with  a  suitable
adapter, and the kit additionally includes a special phone holder. It doesn't matter what equipment you use - now you can easily create
plenty of great shots! Note: the remote control is compatible only with smartphones and GoPro Hero 11 / 10 / 9 / 8 / MAX sports cameras.
 
 
In the box
Selfie stick
Phone holder
USB-C cable
Remote control
Short locking screw
Long locking screw
User manual
Brand
Telesin
Name
1.3 selfie stick with remote control
Model
TE-RCSS-003
Length of selfie stick
24.5-130cm
Charging time of remote control
Approx. 1h
Operating time of the remote control
Approx. 5h
Charging port of the remote control
USB-C
Charging voltage
5V 100mA
Material
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Aluminum + ABS + stainless steel
Dimensions
31.5 x 31.5 x 245mm
Weight
230g

Price:

Before: € 47.5026

Now: € 42.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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